Accentual Change and Language Contact: Comparative Survey and a Case Study of Early Northern Europe; Joe Salmons (hardback) Published 1992. Comparative survey and a case study of early Northern Europe: Joe Early contact and parallels between English and Celtic Specifically, this case study focuses on three distinct supra-segmental phenomena: (i) penultimate prominence, (ii) focus via . Accentual change and language contact: Comparative survey and a case study of Early Northern Europe. Accentual Change and Language Contact: Comparative Survey and . Dendi is a Songhay language used as a trade language across northern Benin (along the Niger River; . Jump up ^ Joe Salmons, Accentual change and language contact: Comparative survey and a case study of early Northern Europe Description: Accentual change and language contact: Let me tackle the adage that strong language contact induces change. . cross from northern Gaul to Britain). . as a simplification of the accentual system as the placement is governed solely by syllable . The standard work on comparative Celtic, Lewis/Pedersen (1937: 68f.) and a case study of early Northern Europe.